Blue Tiger Commons: what it can do for you? by Qian, Haiying
    Haiying Qian --  Institutional Repository Coordinator 
 
  WHAT IT CAN DO FOR YOU 
            VIRTUAL SHOWCASE 
        Diverse content that support LU’s mission, businesses and communities 
 HOST YOUR SCHOLARSHIPS 
Powerful Parallel Distribution Channel to Print Publications 
 
 
COPYRIGHT & PERMISSIONS 
Publisher Copyrights May Allows Deposit to Blue Tiger Commons, 
But Not Permit Author’s Posting on a Personal Website        
 
  

                      
    HOST ONLINE JOURNALS 
Manage the Complete Circle of Electronic Publishing 
Create/ 
Transform 
Review 
Publish 
Disseminate 
Preserve 
Discover 
  The Scholarly Communication Lifecycle 
Example from University of Iowa’s Repository   
                      
      ARCHIVED PUBLICATIONS 
Newsletters and Reports 


                      
  NON-TRADITIONAL WORK 
Studio Art, Performances, Podcasts, Posters, etc.   
                      
 
GRANTS AND RESEARCH DATA 
Free and Unlimited Space for Your Data with Embargo, 
Access Control, and Versioning 
 Examples From A Few Repositories 
                      
     SPECIAL COLLECTIONS 
LU Presidents and Principals, LU Yearbooks,  LU150, etc.  

                      
       STUDENT WORKS 
Honor Theses & Capstone Project, Class Projects,  
Research Fairs, Student Journals and Presentations 

                      
    CONFERENCES & EVENTS 
Manage Event Workflow, One Time/Ongoing, Multimedia, 
Blue Tiger Commons Branded or Independent Branded  

 

  CAMPUS OFFICES & CENTERS 
Institutional Documents and Promotional Files 
  
SHOWCASE DEPARTMENT  
& INDIVIDUAL FACULTY 
SelectedWorks Author Gallery 
RSS Feed Linked to Department’s Website  
  
      Example:  SelectedWorks Author Gallery University of Nebraska  
USAGE STATISTICS 
Live Real Time Readership Map, Google Analytics Reports 
Monthly Download Report Email to Authors 
 
  


HELP YOUR TEACHING & RESEARCH 
Collaborate, Research, Publish, Discover, Share, Preserve 
 
  
GLOBAL REACH & VISIBILITY 
Great Visibility,  More Citations,  Respect,  More Funding 
Make Googling Yourself Much More Satisfying (*) 
 
  
* From CommonKnowledge, Pacific University 
             Haiying Qian: QianH@Lincolnu.edu 
 
      
 
SEND ME YOUR CV BEFORE 
YOU HEAD OUT for summer fun 
     Just Ask: Haiying Qian x5505 QianH@Lincolnu.edu 
 
   
      MAKE YOUR DEBUT @ BLUE TIGER COMMONS 
      
 
